This paper develops an algorithm that guides a multi-robot system in an unknown environment in search of fixed targets. The area to be scanned contains an unknown number of convex obstacles of unknown size and shape. The algorithm covers the entire free space in a sweeping fashion and as such relies on the use of robot formations. The geometry of the robot group is a lateral line formation, which is allowed to split and rejoin when passing obstacles. It is our main goal to exploit this formation structure in order to reduce robot resources to a minimum. Each robot has a limited and finite amount of memory available. No information of the topography is recorded. Communication between two robots is only possible up to a maximum inter-robot distance, and if the line-of-sight between both robots is not obstructed. Broadcasting capabilities and indirect communication are not allowed. Supervisory control is prohibited. The number of robots equipped with GPS is kept as small as possible. Applications of the algorithm are mine field clearance, searchand-rescue missions, and intercept missions. Simulations are included and made available on the internet, demonstrating the flexibility of the algorithm.
1. Introduction
Multi-robot coverage based on single-robot algorithms
The research domain of multi-agent mobile robot systems consists of subdomains according to the task to be performed by the robot group [1] . At present, well-studied subdomains are motion-planning (also called path-planning), formation-forming, region-sweeping, and combinations thereof. This paper discusses region-sweeping. Region-sweeping algorithms appear in two distinct types of robot missions: mapping of an area and coverage of an area. A mapping algorithm produces a topographical map of the area; a coverage algorithm is performed successfully when all free space has been covered by the robots, without demanding a map. We restrict our attention to coverage problems where teams of robots are involved.
We briefly recall the most relevant approaches to multirobot coverage missions. The most basic approach lets the robots move around independently in a random fashion [2, 3] . With time tending to infinity the entire area gets covered.
A more structured approach extends existent exploration algorithms for a single robot to the multi-robot case with unlimited communication capabilities. Unlimited communication can be realized in two ways:
1. every robot is able to broadcast messages to all other robots irrespective of inter-robot distance,
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A typical strategy combining single-robot coverage techniques, consists of dividing the exploration area into separate regions, each of which is assigned to a single robot [4] . Efficient ways to assign these regions to the robots are discussed in [5, 6, 7, 8] . These algorithms use a supervisor for the assignment and require a-priori knowledge on the lay-out of the environment. Throughout the algorithm the robots transmit information to each other (or a central shared memory unit) with regard to the area they have covered so far, in order to minimize the probability of covering the same area more than once, reducing the operating time of the algorithm significantly.
Other research groups have developed robot systems that combine single-robot coverage techniques as described above, but assume more realistic situations with one or more of the following assumptions:
• The communication and sensing properties of the robots are limited,
• the environment is unknown,
• no supervisory control or shared memory is allowed.
In [9] for instance, a strategy is used that does not require a supervisor to distribute the area between robots: each robot is guided by a neural network representing the (known) environment. This network ensures the robot is globally attracted towards unscanned areas. Cooperation among robots consists of collision avoidance between them.
In other words communication is limited to robots with sufficiently small inter-robot distance. A line of research considering robot coverage where all three of the above assumptions hold, consists of so-called ant-robotics [10, 11, 12] . Ant-robots use very limited communication and need hardly any memory. Their behavior is inspired by ant behavior as found in nature: the robots are able to leave so-called pheromone traces in the environment. This pheromone serves as a means of indirect communication replacing inter-robot communication and a shared memory. The environment is divided into a grid; pheromone is represented by a quantity that assumes a value in every cell of the grid and determines the behavior of the robot in the respective cell. In essence, the coverage strategy with ant-robotics is identical to the strategy described before: each robot in the team performs single-robot coverage. The pheromone indicates which areas have already been covered, preventing the same area to be covered twice. In experimental setups pheromone is represented by a chemical substance, a heat trail, pen marks, or crumbs. The choice needs to be adjusted to the complexity of the algorithm under consideration. Implementation is not always straightforward and is the subject of on-going research [13] .
Multi-robot coverage based on robot formations
There exists an approach to the coverage problem which does not resort to transposing single-robot algorithms to a multi-robot setting, but takes advantage of the cooperation capabilities of a robot team. The robot team or its subgroups maintain formations to scan the area [14, 15, 16, 17] . The degree of rigidity of and cooperation inside the formations may vary depending on the approach. The environment is represented by standard Euclidean space instead of a static grid structure. A successful covering approach with robot formations uses the so-called boustrophedon decomposition [17] . This is a cellular decomposition of the unknown environment, where each cell has the property that it can be scanned by backand-forth motions of the robot team. The robot team itself creates this decomposition in an online fashion, i.e. during the algorithm's execution. Although this approach is able to tackle an unknown environment without using a supervisory control, a major draw-back remains the heavy use of sensing, communication and memory capabilities of the robots. Every robot needs to store the cellular decomposition of the environment into its memory. It does this in the abstracted form of a so-called Reeb graph. The topology of the Reeb graph depends on the shape and position of the obstacles. Vertices of the graph correspond with specific corners of the obstacles. The robots need to record the coordinates of these points using GPS and store them into their memory for later use. The online construction of a Reeb graph is not straightforward, as explained in [18] . The robots exchange information on the graph in order to obtain a global picture of the environment, which enables them to keep track of areas left to be covered. Moving to uncovered areas may happen over long distances through already covered terrain.
Our approach
The present paper combines ideas from ant-robotics and coverage with robot formations, leading to a novel approach of the coverage problem. In line with the philosophy of ant-robotics where simplicity of the robots is a key element (recall the three assumptions on communication/sensing, the environment and supervisory control mentioned above), this paper investigates the possibility of significantly reducing the necessary resources of the robots. Instead of resorting to indirect communication through pheromone, we investigate the benefit brought about by robot formations to guarantee coverage. The robots' resources are limited in the following sense. The sensing capabilities of each robot are of limited range. Inter-robot communication is allowed for robots which are located sufficiently close to one another. Communication with a shared memory unit or via pheromone is prohibited. Decision-making is fully decentralized: each robot determines its actions based on its own observations and memory content. The lay-out of the environment to be covered is not known a-priori. Moreover, to reduce the demands on each robot's memory, a map or abstract representation of the explored environment is not stored in any kind of memory device. The memory use of each robot is reduced and does not scale with the size of the problem or the size of the robot team. Finally, as few robots as possible know their absolute position. To the best of our knowledge, no other approach in the literature is able to reduce the robots' resources to the same degree. However, putting all these limitations in place comes at a cost: the algorithm constructed in the present paper guarantees full coverage of spaces containing only convex obstacles. If we want to be able to treat (subclasses of) nonconvex obstacles, we need to relax the aforementioned limitations.
Our coverage method, a preliminary version of which has appeared in [19] , does not apply a dynamic cellular decomposition as described in Section 1.2. We let the robot group sweep the area in one or more predefined scanning strips. These strips do not take the presence of obstacles into account: obstacles are allowed to intersect the boundaries of adjacent strips. The robot group sweeps the area strip by strip in a back-and-forth fashion while dealing with the obstacles encountered inside the strip. The size of the strips depends on the number of robots. The location of the strips is communicated to the outer robots of the formation at the onset of the algorithm. These two robots follow the strip boundaries using a GPS system. The remaining robots stay in formation which leads to a successful coverage of a strip. The algorithm is described in detail in Section 5. We also provide a proof that the algorithm guarantees full coverage (see Section 6) .
Some applications we have in mind are mine field clearance using chemical vapor microsensors (introduced in [20] ) and search-and-rescue of snow avalanche victims, using specialized transceivers. In both cases the robots are equipped with specialized sensors to locate the targets. When a target is detected a signal is given to start negotiating the target. In case of mine field clearance this would be dismantling the mine, in search and rescue this is evacuating the victim.
Defining the setting

Modeling the environment
We single out a rectangular area S ⊂ R 2 that we want to explore. The set S is divided into several parallel rectangles with equal width w. These rectangles are called scanning strips. We define a right-handed (x, y)-frame, with the y-axis directed along the common boundaries of the scanning strips (see Figure 1 ). The maximal diameter γ of the obstacles is defined by
with P i O an obstacle in S. Furthermore it is assumed that the distance between obstacles is sufficiently large. Further on in the paper a lower bound on the inter-obstacle distance is given (see Section 5.3.2). Related to the geometrical description of the obstacles is the concept of top of an obstacle, which plays an important role in the construction of the coverage algorithm and its analysis.
2 of a (convex) obstacle P is a point satisfying the following property:
where
The "top" is defined relative to the direction of motion of the robot group: Definition 1 assumes a robot group moving parallel to the y-axis towards larger y-values. If the robot group moves in the opposite direction, the definition changes correspondingly by demanding q y ≥ p y . A convex obstacle either has exactly one top or possesses a connected line of tops.
Robot sensors and communication
Each robot is equipped with two types of omnidirectional sensors. One type serves as a means to detect the targets in the assigned area, e.g. landmines. Its detection range is denoted r + t . The other type is responsible for detecting obstacles and other robots, with detection range r + r . The simplest sensor model available is the binary detection model: a target is detected (not detected) with complete certainty if it is in inside (outside) the sensor's detection range [21] . More realistic descriptions of a sensor's detection capability use probabilistic models [22] . A function c p : R 2 → [0, 1] expresses the coverage confidence level: the value c p (q) represents the probability that the sensor located at p detects an object that is located at q. We assume the confidence level only depends on the distance between p and q, which leads to a circular symmetry around the sensor. We further assume the confidence level to be defined as follows:
In a circular area around the sensor (with radius r − ∈ R >0 ) targets are always detected. this area is surrounded by a ring-shaped area (with radius inside (r − , r + )) where targets are detected with a probability smaller than 1. Outside the area with radius r + targets are never detected. We use (2) to describe the sensor capabilities, by adding the subscript r for sensors detecting other robots or obstacles and t for sensors detecting the targets specified in the robot coverage mission.
Furthermore, each robot possesses a compass enabling the robot to determine its orientation within space. The compass is used to align all robots along the same absolute reference direction, parallel to the strip boundary. The two outer robots of the group (robots 1 and 6 in Figure 3 ) are equipped with a GPS system to determine their position as explained in the introduction.
Communication is limited: first, it is only allowed between robots that sense each other. Two robots sense each other if and only if they are sufficiently close to each other (expressed by the maximum detection range r + r ) and if there is no obstacle located on the straight line connecting them (so-called line-of-sight communication). Second, each robot transmits a limited set of messages, concerning its status, with the purpose of inducing a change of behavior in other robots.
Robot formation
Consider a population of N robots. To every robot one assigns an index number i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, which serves as the robot's identity. Each robot i with 2 ≤ i ≤ N has an Immediate Leader (denoted IL) with index i − 1. Similarly each robot i with 1 ≤ i ≤ N −1 has an Immediate Follower (IF), with index i + 1. The position of robot i is given by q i := (x i , y i ) ∈ S. We assume holonomic robots with discrete dynamics
where u i ∈ R 2 is the control input to the ith robot. The input is bounded: ||u i (k)|| ≤ṽ, ∀i, k, whereṽ is the distance traveled during one unit of time when moving at the maximum allowed velocity v max .
The robot formation used throughout the algorithm is defined by relative positions among the robots. We introduce the following definition (depicted in Figure 2 ). The robot formation is obtained when the IL of each robot is located at this robot's LNP. This yield a straight-line robot formation oriented perpendicular to the direction of motion along the y-axis, as shown in Figure 3 for N = 6. The solid circles delimit the area sensed for targets by each robot with coverage confidence level equal to one; they have radius r − t . These circles overlap if the inter-
− t such that along the line connecting two neighboring robots in formation, targets are detected with certainty. Similarly, it is demanded that neighboring robots detect each other with a probability equal to one. Therefore we require d ≤ r − r . In Figure 3 this corresponds with overlapping dashed circles with a robot located in each intersection.
Remark. Notice that Figure 3 indicates inter-robot distances as the distance between the robots' centers. This is the definition of inter-robot distance used throughout the paper. It allows us to neglect the real size of the robots in a theoretical approach of the scanning algorithm. In practice however, the distance sensors of the robot are attached to the robot's outer frame. A version of the algorithm used in practice needs appropriate adjustments to take the robot size into account.
Problem statement
Call P the set of all points of S belonging to obstacles:
In order to locate all fixed targets, we need the robots to cover S \ P. We demand the robots cooperate with each other by maintaining the formation defined in Section 2.3. The robot formation performs a sweep of each scanning strip. The consecutive strips are scanned in opposite directions as illustrated in Figure 4 . The challenge is to pass all obstacles, with unknown size and location, so that coverage is still guaranteed. The robot group is allowed to split into subgroups to move past obstacles. The shape of the robot formation, i.e. the straight line, will allow for easy and accurate reconnection of subgroups. Remark. The algorithm alternates between stages where the robot group advances towards larger y-values and stages where it moves towards lower y-values. In Section 5, the algorithm is explained and described for the former stages, where the above Definition 2 for LNP and RNP is valid.
In the latter stages, where the robot group has reversed its traveling direction, the LNP and RNP can be redefined by simply substituting −d for d.
Preliminaries to the scanning algorithm
Preliminary definitions Definition 3.
A location in space is called covered at time t 1 if it was found inside the sensor range r − t of one of the robots at some time instant t ≤ t 1 .
Definition 4.
A location in space is called obstructed to a robot if the straight line connecting that location with the present position of the robot intersects an obstacle or other robot.
Definition 5. A location in space is called reachable to a robot if it is not obstructed and the robot is able to reach it at the preset velocity v in one time step. With the (x, y)-frame defined in Section 2.1 we are able to define positions w.r.t. obstacles. With y min and y max defined as the smallest resp. largest y-value of an obstacle P we define 1. "on the left of P " := located at one or more points (x i , y i ) with y i ∈ (y min , y max ) and x i ∈ P such that ∃x ∈P: x i < x, 2. "on the right of P " := located at one or more points (x i , y i ) with y i ∈ (y min , y max ) and x i ∈ P such that ∃x ∈P: x i > x.
Necessary sensor data
Since every robot is equipped with a compass it is able to retrieve the orientation of the (x,y)-frame defined at initialization. Each robot divides its surroundings into four quadrants with respect to the frame that
• is a translated version of the initial (x,y)-frame and
• has the center of the robot located at the origin. • the distance between itself and nearby obstacles and robots,
• the direction along which these obstacles and robots are detected. The straight half-line along this direction belongs to one of the robot's four quadrants.
In the case of sensed obstacles, the robot stores into its memory
• the shortest distance between itself and the surrounding obstacles, denoted Dist2O (shorthand for "Distance w.r.t. Obstacles"),
• the quadrant corresponding to this shortest distance.
In the case of sensed robots, the robot stores into its memory all inter-robot distances and corresponding directions.
A robot's parameters
Besides its position in S, the state of every robot is determined by a number of parameters.
Behavior type (TYPE)
The TYPE parameter assumes one of three values: Run-Mode, Contour-Following, and Standstill:
• Standstill: do not move.
• Contour-Following: move clockwise along the boundary of the nearest obstacle.
• Run-Mode: If the IL of a robot i is not within sensor range or it is Contour-Following, robot i moves forward with preset velocity v; otherwise, i.e. if the IL is located at (x i , y i ) within sensor range and is not Contour-Following, robot i moves to (x i + d, y i ), called the Desired Position (DP).
"Located at the top of an obstacle (TOP)"
In some instances it is necessary to mark the robot as being located at the top of an obstacle. The parameter values of TOP are "on" and "off".
"Located left of an obstacle (LEFT)"
This parameter indicates when a Standstill robot (group) is located on the left of the nearest obstacle. The parameter values of LEFT are "on" and "off".
"Located right of an obstacle (RIGHT)"
This parameter indicates when a Standstill robot (group) is located on the right of the nearest obstacle. The parameter values of RIGHT are "on" and "off".
Scanning one strip without obstacles
Consider a scanning strip devoid of obstacles. The width of the scanning strip w and the number of robots in the formation N are interdependent. From the settings in Section 2.3, the formation width equals (N − 1)d. Referring to (2), the distance between each outer robot and its respective strip boundary is set to r − t , to ensure detection of targets located near the strip boundary. This yields a corresponding strip width Given a value for w, (4) yields the necessary number of robots to scan the strip in one sweep. At the initialization of the algorithm, the robot group has assumed the formation defined in Section 2.3. With (x 1 , y 1 ) the coordinates of LSB, the horizontal position of the ith robot is When the robot group reaches the end of a strip, it moves to the start of the next strip. All robots turn 180 degrees, the LSB and RSB exchange roles, and the robot team commences a new sweep.
Scanning one strip with obstacles
Before presenting a detailed description of our algorithm, we give a brief sketch of the main idea. Every robot of the formation moves along its predefined straight line, until the line is obstructed by an obstacle, in which case the robot moves clockwise around the obstacle. Subgroups of robots which are not hindered by the obstacle keep advancing past obstacles up to a maximum distance from the obstacle. These subgroups then wait for robots moving along the obstacle to (re)join, after which the enlarged subgroup is able to advance further. In this way subgroups build up alongside the obstacle until eventually two subgroups from each side of the obstacle join at the obstacle's top. This idea is depicted in Figure 6 , where two obstacles are being passed simultaneously. The figure is the result of a computer simulation implementing the algorithm as it is described below.
In more detail, the solution to the problem statement of Section 2.4 consists of endowing each robot with the behavior types Standstill, Run-Mode, and Contour-Following defined in Section 3.3. These behavior types are each triggered by obstacles and/or other robots. The algorithm itself consists of a set of rules that determine the conditions forcing appropriate transitions between the three behavior types. These rules are described in 3 tables, one for each behavior type (see Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, and Algorithm 3). As will be explained in the present section, they lead to successful coverage if the minimum inter-obstacle distance is given by 2 √ 2d.
Switching from Run-Mode to Contour-Following
The robot group is initialized with all robots in RunMode and all parameters TOP, LEFT, and RIGHT turned OFF. The group advances inside the strip in formation until it encounters an obstacle. In the presence of obstacles, a robot switches from Run-Mode to ContourFollowing
• if its Desired Position is located inside an obstacle and hence is unreachable, or,
• if its IL is Contour-Following and the forward path is obstructed by an obstacle.
Switching from Run-Mode to Standstill
If the above conditions are not satisfied, the robot remains in Run-Mode and moves past the obstacle. Consider a robot which passes on the left of an obstacle and has lost its IF at its RNP because that robot started Contourfollowing around the obstacle. This can only happen if the distance between the robot and the obstacle decreased to a value less than d. While the robot advances, its distance with the obstacle will eventually increase again. The robot switches from Run-Mode to Standstill if Dist2O > d and the corresponding obstacle is in the robot's fourth quadrant. The robot's LEFT is turned ON. Similarly, if a Run-Mode robot (apart from LSB) has no IL at its LNP and if Dist2O > d and the corresponding obstacle is in the robot's third quadrant, it is forced to switch to Standstill. The robot's RIGHT is turned ON.
In practice, there exists a short delay between the moment the robot senses that all conditions for standstill are satisfied and the moment the robot effectively comes to a standstill. We take this delay into account by introducing a small real constant such that each Run-Mode robot comes to a Standstill at a distance from the obstacle with value in (d, d + ) .
To make sure subgroups of robots remain connected, we add two more conditions to change from Run-Mode to Standstill:
• Switch to Standstill if your IF is at Standstill and its
LEFT is ON.
• Switch to Standstill if your IL is at Standstill and its RIGHT is ON.
In rare cases it is possible that a robot switches to standstill and turns both the LEFT and RIGHT parameter ON. Figure 8 presents such a situation considering a robot subgroup of four robots. The group is able to move through the gap created by two obstacles (partially shown in the figure) (a). Because of the symmetry of the configuration, the outer robots come to a standstill at the same time. The leftmost/rightmost robot turns RIGHT/LEFT ON (b). Shortly after, the two inner robots switch to Standstill . The second robot turns RIGHT ON, the third activates LEFT (c). In Algorithm 3 treating Standstill behavior it is shown that the activation of a RIGHT or LEFT parameter propagates through an entire group of Standstill robots (d). In the situation under consideration this leads to all four robots having both LEFT and RIGHT parameters turned ON (e).
Switching from Contour-Following to Run-Mode or Standstill
The above rules lead to situations with one or more robot groups at Standstill and other robots Contour-Following around the obstacle. The key idea of the algorithm is to make Contour-Following robots (re)join subgroups of Standstill robots, in order to advance further inside the strip. Figure 7 Often the Contour-Following robot and the leftmost robot of the Standstill group are not an original leaderfollower pair. This implies that they have to actively construct a new leader-follower connection between each other so that they can proceed inside the strip according to the Run-Mode part of the algorithm (see Algorithm 2).
Situations 1 and 2
In case the Contour-Following robot occupies the RNP of a Standstill robot, the robot has to determine whether it reached a group in Situation 1 or Situation 2. If it is concluded that a group in Situation 1 has been reached then a procedure similar to the one for situation 3 is performed. To obtain this procedure, just switch "LEFT" and "RIGHT" in the description of Section 5.3.1. However, if Situation 2 is detected, the Contour-Following robot will abandon the RNP location to continue around the obstacle in search of a Standstill group in Situation 3. The Standstill robot at the top of the obstacle will turn its TOP parameter ON, ensuring other Contour-Following robots encountering the robot pass it without checking the Standstill group. The distinction between Situation 1 and 2 is easy to detect. The Contour-Following robot, located at the RNP of its IL, checks the direction along which it detects the obstacle it was moving around. If this direction belongs to the fourth quadrant of the Contour-Following robot's surroundings, Situation 1 holds; if it belongs to the third quadrant, Situation 2 is detected.
Remark that we do not allow the robot to record data on the environment. A robot is not able to remember which obstacle it was moving around a time instant earlier. However, if a Contour-Following robot joins a standstill group in situation 1 or 2 this information is required, as explained above. Therefore we introduce the assumption which leads to a minimum inter-obstacle distance. Assumption 1. When a Contour-Following robot joins a Standstill group, the obstacle the robot was moving around is the nearest obstacle of all obstacles detected by the robot, i.e. the obstacle belonging to the robot's measured Dist2O.
The largest possible distance between a robot that just joined a standstill group and the obstacle it was moving around is depicted in Figure 9 . Its size is computed to be √ 2d. It follows from Assumption 1 that all other obstacles are located further away from the robot. This imposes a lower bound on the inter-obstacle distances: the minimum allowable interdistance equals 2 √ 2d.
Switching from Standstill to Run-Mode
The previous sections showed that whenever a robot switches to Standstill, it also turns ON one of the parameters LEFT and RIGHT. These parameters determine the behavior of the Contour-Following robot joining a Standstill robot.
A Standstill robot will switch back to Run-Mode if both its LEFT and RIGHT parameters are turned OFF. Each Standstill robot copies the behavior of its left neighbor to turn the RIGHT parameter on or off, and similarly copies the behavior of its right neighbor to turn LEFT on or off. 
Obstacles on the strip boundary
As mentioned in the introduction, obstacles are allowed to be located on a strip boundary. The algorithm will treat such obstacles by sending (part of) the robot group around the obstacle outside of the strip. To execute this maneuver, the algorithm of the Interior Robots does not need to be changed. Both LSB and RSB are given an algorithm which slightly differs from the other robots. When its forward path is obstructed by an obstacle, the LSB (RSB) robot moves clockwise (counterclockwise) around the obstacle outside of the strip, until it reaches its original horizontal position. This location is called the reentry point and is indicated by a letter X in Figure 10 . In order to measure this position the robot is equipped with GPS. Once the reentry point has been reached, one of four possible configurations is detected, as depicted in Figure 10 , each requiring a different treatment.
First, consider Figure 10a . The obstacle will cause the robot group to split between the third and the fourth robot. The LSB moves clockwise around the obstacle and reaches its reentry point. Resuming its basic algorithm, it moves parallel to the strip boundary until the distance between the obstacle and itself exceeds the preset threshold d. This creates a situation similar to situations 1 or 2 of Figure 7 . Interior Robots 2 and 3, moving clockwise around the obstacle, will reconnect to the LSB or, if the LSB is located at the top of the obstacle, will continue along the obstacle to expand the robot subgroup located on the right side of the obstacle. Without further adjustments the basic algorithm is able to tackle this situation as required.
In this respect, the configuration in Figure 10b causes similar behavior. All robots move along the left of the obstacle, except for the RSB. The RSB reaches its reentry point after which it moves forward up to the preset distance d with the obstacle. The situation attained is similar to situation 3 of Figure 7 . Again, no further adjustments are needed to let the basic scanning algorithm finish the job satisfactorily.
The configurations depicted in Figure 10c and 10d do not satisfy the pattern observed in the previous two cases. When the RSB reaches the reentry point, a previously unencountered situation is created. The slope of the obstacle's boundary near the reentry point does not allow any of the situations 1, 2, or 3. The algorithm of the RSB needs to be extended. After reaching its reentry point, we let the RSB sense the orientation of the slope of the obstacle boundary. The robot does this by checking the direction along which it detects the obstacle under consideration. If this direction belongs to the fourth quadrant of the RSB, as depicted in Figure 10c , the robot abandons its standard behavior and remains positioned at the reentry point instead. It waits for its IL to appear within its sensor range. This IL will end up as the rightmost robot of a Standstill robot group in situation 1. The RSB is able to detect this and can reoccupy the RNP of its IL. The RSB completes the robot group and switches back to its standard behavior.
Finally, the situation in (Figure 10d ) is addressed. Similar to the previous case, after sensing the obstacle boundary slope at the reentry point, the LSB switches to an extension of its original program. It moves forward until the distance between the obstacle and itself exceeds the preset threshold, at which point it waits until all robots which followed it clockwise around the obstacle have passed. These robots expand the robot group on the right side of the obstacle. The LSB retraces it steps towards the obstacle until it reaches the LNP of the leftmost robot of the (right) robot group. The LSB connects to this robot completing the robot group. The obstacle has been tackled successfully and the sweeping of the strip can continue.
Simulation results
The algorithm presented in this section has been successfully implemented in Matlab code. Our program treats diverse obstacle configurations. be retrieved at http://www.systems.ugent.be/videos/. In these animated simulations a color code has been used to indicate the status of each robot, instead of different shapes of the symbols representing the robots.
The simulations allow us to quantify the time gain obtained from using a robot team compared to single-robot coverage. The single-robot coverage strategy we take into consideration for comparison is the algorithm executed by the LSB robot in the present paper. In a single-robot setting, this robot sweeps a strip of one robot wide using GPS, and whenever it encounters an obstacle, it moves clockwise around it until it reaches its assigned strip again.
We conducted simulations for both a group of 10 robots and a single robot. In case of an empty strip the 10-robot group sweeps the strip 10 times faster than the single robot, as expected. In the presence of obstacles the time gain is reduced: our simulations show that the group of 10 robots finishes a strip 6 − 8 times faster than the single robot. The exact value of the time gain depends on the obstacle configuration under consideration.
Proof of coverage
In Section 4 it was shown how the surface A of a strip was covered when the robot team tracks a set V of parallel lines with interdistance d. In the presence of obstacles, this proposition holds with V and A replaced by V \P and A\P respectively. We add the following definition.
Definition 7.
A set consisting of all points with the same x-value belonging to V \ P is called a basic robot track. Each connected subset of a basic robot track is called a section of a basic robot track.
We conclude that, in order to prove coverage of the entire area, it is sufficient to prove coverage of all basic robot track sections. This is the subject of the present section. For simplicity we restrict to situations where
• the basic robot tracks of the LSB and RSB are not obstructed by obstacles,
• all obstacles are convex with exactly one top.
Lemma 1. Each robot in Run-Mode moves along a trajectory with constant x-coordinate.
Proof. The robot group under consideration is finite, which implies the existence of one or more disjoint finite subgroups of Run-Mode robots in a straight-line formation and with consecutive indices. If a robot is the leftmost robot of a Run-Mode subgroup, it satisfies at least one of the following conditions: the robot
• has no IL,
• does not sense its IL, or
• senses its IL, which is Contour-Following. This is proven by contrapositive: assume that for a robot none of the above three conditions is satisfied. Then one of the following situations holds:
1. The robot senses its IL which is at Standstill. Consequently the robot turns to Standstill, and hence is not in Run-Mode. 2. The robot senses its IL which is in Run-Mode. Consequently the robot is also in Run-Mode but is not the leftmost robot of a Run-mode subgroup.
From the three conditions above and the definition of RunMode (see Section 3.3), it follows that the leftmost robot of a Run-Mode subgroup moves with constant x-coordinate. The remaining robots of the Run-Mode subgroup copy this movement, since they all sense their respective IL in RunMode.
Lemma 2. Consider a scanning strip with boundaries at x = x L and x = x R , with x L < x R . Let P be an obstacle with x min the x-coordinate of its leftmost point(s) and x max the x-coordinate of its rightmost point(s). Eventually all robots moving along a basic robot track section with the x-coordinate belonging to [max(x L , x min ), min(x R , x max )] and the end-point at P , will switch to Contour-Following around P .
Proof. The only situation where a robot with the properties described above will not start Contour-Following around P is when it switches from Run-Mode to Standstill before reaching the obstacle. We investigate if this situation can occur. Standstill can only be caused by the presence of an obstacle Q i (different from P because of the convexity assumption 
This observation shows that the original assumption at obstacle P (i.e. not all robots with x-coordinate in [max(x L , x min ), min(x R , x max )] will start contour-Following around P ) leads to the same situation at an obstacle Q i different from P . Consequently, the initial assumption implies the existence of an infinite series of different obstacles. Since the number of obstacles is assumed to be finite, the original assumption is not valid. This concludes the proof.
We now present the proof of coverage. Theorem 1. If the minimum inter-obstacle distance is 2 √ 2d, then the algorithm covers all basic robot tracks completely.
Proof. At the initialization of the algorithm, the robot group has assumed the formation defined in Section 2.3. Each robot is located at the start of a basic robot track. It follows from Lemma 1, that at the beginning of the algorithm each robot moves in Run-Mode along its basic robot track. A robot abandons the basic robot track it was moving on, if and only if it has switched to ContourFollowing. We have to prove that
• every Contour-Following robot switches back to RunMode if and only if it is located on a basic robot track,
• each section of a basic robot track is traced once,
Consider an obstacle P characterized by x min and x max The robots moving along basic robot tracks with x ∈ [x min , x max ] will reach P and switch to Contour-Following (cfr. Lemma 2). The two robots located on the basic robot tracks with x ∈ [x min − d, x min ) or x ∈ (x max , x max + d] move past the obstacle. Call these robots R L and R R respectively. (These robots exist, due to the assumption of unobstructed robot tracks for LSB and RSB.) These two robots come to a standstill, when the distance between itself and obstacle P satisfies the following conditions (cfr. Section 5.2):
• has a value in (d, d + ), 1 ,
• it is the shortest of all distances between the robot and all obstacles surrounding it.
Satisfaction of the second condition is guaranteed by the theorem's assumption on the minimum inter-obstacle distance. At standstill, both robots R L and R R lack a neighboring robot on the side where the obstacle is located.
Since the robots are located more than d distance units away from any obstacle they have either an unoccupied LNP (in the case of R R ) or unoccupied RNP (for R L ) that is not obstructed by an obstacle. The robots R L and R R are located on basic robot tracks, so their LNP and RNP are located on basic robot tracks as well. Since P has exactly one top, one of the following configurations has been attained:
1. LNP of R R at the top, RNP of R L belonging to situation 3 (as defined in Section 5.3); 2. LNP of R R belonging to situation 1, RNP of R L at the top; 3. LNP of R R belonging to situation 1, RNP of R L belonging to situation 3;
In each of the three cases, a Contour-Following robot has the opportunity to occupy either a free LNP or a free RNP. From Lemma 2 and the description of the algorithm in Section 5 it follows that the number of Contour-Following robots available is necessary and sufficient to occupy the free RNPs/LNPs. The theorem's assumption ensures that the Contour-Following robots are able to tackle the top of the obstacle which guarantees that every available LNP will be reached by a Contour-Following robot, as explained in Section 5.3. When a Contour-Following robot has obtained the free RNP/LNP, its sensors are covering the part of its basic robot track that lies between itself and the obstacle it was moving around. The robot turns to Run-Mode and starts tracing the rest of the respective basic robot track section. The entire reasoning followed for R L or R R can now be repeated for the Contour-Following robot which has switched back to Run-Mode. Every time a Contour-Following robot comes to Standstill it creates an available RNP or LNP to be occupied by a next ContourFollowing robot, until the two robot groups merge at the top of the obstacle. It follows that each section of a basic robot track is traced by precisely one robot.
Conclusion
This paper describes an algorithm for multi-robot coverage in an unknown environment. The algorithm uses robot formations, which
• reduces the need for extensive sensor capabilities,
• keeps radio communication between robots at a minimum,
• enables us to treat both coverage and pursuit-evasion missions.
The robots scan the environment along predefined strips. Information on location of the strips is loaded into the memory of both outer robots LSB and RSB at the beginning of the algorithm and remains unchanged. Hence, a cellular decomposition of the environment that is dynamically created during the algorithm, is not called for.
Such a decomposition requires more memory capacity of the robots and more inter-robot communication. Dividing the area into fixed strips requires an intelligent algorithm to pass the obstacles located in the environment. Our algorithm successfully treats all possible configurations of convex obstacles. As demonstrated in simulations, the robot team is able to pass multiple obstacles simultaneously as well as obstacles located on the strip boundary. A proof of coverage concludes the paper.
